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Time and the Keyboard Fugue
noting the "finer smelting" of the melody, Schumann did not say much about the slight differences in technique that distinguished Bach from Mendelssohn, but the significance he found in the technical differences is both striking and illuminating. Schumann saw "modern times" reflected in Mendelssohn's fugues. Although he spoke primarily as a technician of the fugue when observing Mendelssohn's modern touches and handling of melody, Schumann had more than updates in compositional technique in mind. A year later, he would describe Bach's fugues as "character pieces of the highest art" in a review of Carl Czerny's edition of the Well-Tempered Clavier. 2 Schu-
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In an 1837 review of Felix Mendelssohn's Preludes and Fugues, op. 35, Robert Schumann called his readers' attention to slight but significant differences in fugal technique: "In a word, these fugues have much of Sebastian in them and might make the most sharp-sighted reviewer err, were it not for the melody, the finer smelting in which one recognizes modern times, and here and there those little touches peculiar to Mendelssohn that betray him as the composer among a hundred others." 1 Beyond 1 "Mit einem Worte, die Fugen haben viel Sebastiansches und könnten den scharfsichtigsten Redacteur irre machen, wär' es nicht der Gesang, der feinere Schmelz, woran man die moderne Zeit herauserkännte, und hier und da jene kleinen, Mendelssohn eigenthümlichen Striche, die ihn unter Hunderten als Componisten verrathen." Robert Schumann, Gesammelte Schriften über Musik und Musiker, 4 vols. (Leipzig: Georg Wigand, 1854), I, 100. All translations are my own unless otherwise noted. I have provided the original text of quotations from primary sources, but not for those of secondary literature. This article builds on a paper presented at the 2008 annual meeting of the American Musicological Society, at the Université François-Rabelais Tours, and at the Schweizerische musikforschende Gesellschaft in Basel. I thank Lawrence Kramer and Daniel Melamed in particular for their criticisms of the paper. mann was not a critic to restrict himself to technical considerations. The modern times he recognized in Mendelssohn's fugues were as much a matter of mood as they were matters of theme construction, phrasing, or cadence. After all, to speak of the fine smelting (feiner Schmelz) of the melody is to use a metaphor to capture the affective character or mood of the melody and by extension of the whole. The fugues, in other words, produced a mood that had much of Sebastian in it but was also modern and suitable to the nineteenth century. Behind this mood, as behind Mendelssohn's technique of fugue itself, stood a negotiation of past and present, a synthesis of a dual obligation to a tradition posited as timeless and to a principle of historical change that rendered the present different from the past. 3 Moreover, the mood of modern times was not just the product of Mendelssohn's compositional prowess. Moods exist in people, ultimately, even if they can be provoked by music and other phenomena and thus be attributed to them. As David Wellbery has noted, all theorists of mood (Stimmung) have attributed to it a strong quality of the I (Ichqualität). 4 In this sense, Schumann's statement about Mendelssohn's fugues says as much about Schumann as it does about Mendelssohn or Bach. The mood he heard emerged not just from technical characteristics but also from an interpretive practice. It was due in part to the way that the fugue manipulates harmony, melody, rhythm, themes, and other technical characteristics, but it also owed much to the way that Schumann listened to and thought about the fugue.
In short, the modernity of Mendelssohn's fugues was equally a matter of Mendelssohn's technique and of Schumann's interpretive practice. Both were of their time. Yet they were not just of their time. The technique of fugue and the practice of interpretation also worked in time in a way characteristic of their age. Behind Schumann's aperçu stands a question about how the fugue articulates time and how time works in the interpretive process. For through its characteristic articulation of time, the fugue creates a characteristic sound and mood; and through different types of interpretation, the critic will hear the temporal character of the fugue in different ways.
These issues are particularly interesting because the fugue has often stood as a token of durability, of timelessness, as have its affiliates, canon and the stile antico. The homage that Schumann and Mendelssohn paid to Bach's fugues is itself an indication of the transhistorical value that they attributed to the genre, but the critical topos linking the fugue and associated genres and styles with timelessness has a long and multiform history. In 1721 Heinrich Bokemeyer wrote of the canon, "there he [the artist] finds the beginning and end bound together and has discovered the perpetual canon in order to remind himself of the eternal unending origins as well as the harmony of all eternity, a rule of nature of the most perfect example of his artistic work." 5 In the circularity of canon, Bokemeyer found an allegory of the circularity and harmony of eternity. Almost exactly one hundred years later, in 1819, Christian Friedrich Michaelis explained the sublime sentiment elicited by canonic and fugally elaborated works as "based on the manner in which the imagination, striving to comprehend the melody, is held up by the entrances of new voices and, despite the imagination's inclination toward variety and change, is always led back to the one and the similar. By this, reason finds itself stimulated to think of the lasting 5 "Da findet er nun den Anfang und Ende verknüpffet, und hat den Canonem infinitem, um sich des ewigen und unendlichen Ursprungs, wie auch der in alle Ewigkeit bestehenden Harmonie, zu erinnern, als eine Regul der Natur, zum vollkommensten Muster aller seiner KunstArbeit." Cited in Johann Mattheson, Critica Musica, 2 vols. (Hamburg: Author, 1722-25; facs., Laaber: Laaber, 2003), I, 342-43. 188 and the eternal." 6 The thematic unity of the fugue and the canon became a symbol under the aspect of the eternal.
The aura of immutability permeated other aspects of musical practice associated with counterpoint and the fugue as well. Friedrich Rochlitz, the founding editor of the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, argued that a solid training in fugue would assure the durability of works over time and thus assure their composers of immortality. Like other pedagogues both before and after him, Rochlitz located the topos of timelessness not just in the fugue as a genre but also in the compositional craft it taught. The logic involved was different. It owed something to musicians' desires to protect treasured techniques against changes in style. 7 But the associations were similar.
Behind Schumann's offhand comment on modern times, then, stands a host of issues governing the relationship between time and the keyboard fugue. 8 The fugues articulate time through their compositional techniques and thereby create works of a certain character or mood. This character or mood can have a temporal dimension, seeming either to cycle through a lasting moment or to develop teleologically toward a goal. 9 Furthermore, both the compositional techniques and the character or mood can be timely; they can use up-to-date compositional techniques and can capture the sensibility of the time. Finally, the fugue can symbolize various ideas of time held at bay-of transcendence.
In this article, I will investigate one fundamental shift in the relationship between the keyboard fugue and time. While the shift manifested itself in both compositional and critical practices, it is at root a shift in the approach to time that occurred over the course of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The historian Reinhard Koselleck has distinguished between cyclical and linear views of timeevents seem either to repeat each other or to differ-and he has noted that the privileged conception of time changed from the cyclical to the linear over the course of the eighteenth century. 10 Karol Berger has recently argued that Johann Sebastian Bach's fugues suggest cyclical time. They mirror the repetition of historical events within an essentially static divine plan. 11 David Yearsley has catalogued and analyzed the fascination with allegory among Bach's contemporaries. 12 the interpretive methods invoked by Bach's fugues are consilient with each other, I will argue, because allegory collapses time through its conceptual precision. By contrast, later composers such as Schumann and Mendelssohn staged transformational processes in their fugues and thereby suggested their debt to linear notions of time. Critics of counterpoint and fugue worked in tandem with this compositional approach, for they relied on a symbolic method of interpretation that depended on a temporal process as the mind was moved by powerful and imprecise ideas.
The keyboard fugue offers a good demonstration ground for the music-theoretical part of the study. As a specialist genre, it was not as affected by the changes in performance venue, liturgical context, and audience expectation that decisively influenced vocal and other instrumental genres of counterpoint with the emergence of a public sphere and with the advance of secularization. As a specialist genre, that is, it had an aura of being a pure study in musical processes. The keyboard fugue thus forms a sensitive register of changes in how musicians felt and experienced time-and their times.
In the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, musicians treated the keyboard fugue as a highly developed repository of techniques generally used in polyphonic styles, both vocal and instrumental. Critical approaches to counterpoint thus differed little between vocal and instrumental genres. By the early nineteenth century, however, many German musicians were developing their ideas about Bach above all from their experience of his keyboard fugues, through which Bach came to stand as an exemplar of counterpoint as a whole. 13 When these musicians spoke of counterpoint, they often spoke implicitly of the keyboard fugue. Although there were those who looked to Palestrina and the stile antico or to Handel and the choral fugue, Bach's keyboard fugues had pride of place in the canon. 14 The Sounds of Time: Texture, Phrasing, and Harmony Although musicians and critics alike found the fugue a model of durability in part because they perceived little change in the procedures of counterpoint underpinning it-that is, they thought that timeless rules were at issue-the association with eternity also sprang from the characteristic sound produced by fugal techniques. Indeed, the genre would have lost its representative function as a token of immortality if its constitutive musical processes and techniques could not lend themselves to interpretations of timelessness, despite the many aspects of the fugue that afforded interpretations of flux and change. As late-eighteenthand early-nineteenth-century composers sought to translate the fugue into a contemporary musical style, they preserved many of these techniques and thus left the fugue available to interpretations of durability and immutability, even as they often modified details so as to give their fugues a modern sheen and direction.
Christian Friedrich Michaelis's quasi-phenomenological comments on the fugue, quoted above, can provide a point of departure for the genre's time-annulling aspects. As Michaelis saw the matter, the thematic unity of the fugue ran counter to a basic human desire for variety and change, while the combination of voices into a polyphonic web overwhelmed the listener's powers of comprehension and produced a feeling of sublimity. This feeling of sublimity in turn incited the listener to think of the eternal. For example, in Bach's Fugue in 13 Dahlhaus, "Zur Entstehung der romantischen BachDeutung," in Klassische und romantische Musikästhetik (Laaber: Laaber, 1988), p. 122. Zenck notes that keyboard works were the first to pull Bach from the shadow of specialist concerns and that concerted vocal works were ultimately the ones that gave Bach a public face. Martin Zenck, Die Bach-Rezeption des späten Beethoven (Stuttgart: Steiner, 1986), pp. 4-128.
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D Major from Book II of the Well-Tempered Clavier (ex. 1), a triple upbeat figure underpins two different motives, one based on a leap, the other on a leap and a scale. The focused play of these motives throughout lends the fugue a constancy of affect: martial regality, to give it a name. The regality changes little, despite modulations to such minor-mode keys as the submediant B minor and the mediant F minor. To the ear of Michaelis's ideal listener, the lack of variety would have numbed the mind, and the ubiquity of the motives in all the voices would have confounded it. The polyphonic combination reaches great heights in this fugue, where stretto combinations begin already within the first set of fugal entries and increase in density until the climactic peroration (mm. 44-46).
Michaelis was astute in linking the combined effect of monothematicism, affective unity, and replete polyphony to a sense of timelessness. The relative immutability and persistence of the theme match the theory of sublimity to which Michaelis subscribed, a theory that depended on an idea of a transformative moment, traditionally described through the metaphor of a lightening bolt. Although fugues may not have offered the sudden bolts and jolts characteristic of the symphony, they did have their own way of suiting the traditional topoi of sublimity. They seemed to Michaelis to serve as examples of works so well integrated and so unified-indeed too integrated and too unifiedthat they could be described as if they were extended moments, in essence moments extracted from time. In other words, the lack of variety and the difficulty of differentiating the voices allowed a listener to hear the fugue as a single unit, to feel its power as if it were a single, sublime instant. 15 As we will see, Michaelis would use this description of the fugue's musical character as the foundation for his critical readings of the fugue's significance. Insofar as fugues produced the mental stoppage traditionally associated with the sublime, they forced the listener to think about the transcendent powers that might envelop human experiences and affairs. The sublime experience was an invitation to meditate on metaphysics. 16 It is possible to extend the list of the musictheoretical characteristics that permitted the keyboard fugue to be heard as if it were an extended instant. Other standard features include the elision of cadences, the submersion of motives and themes in a rhythmic pulse, and the programmatic concentration of harmony. The characteristic treatment of cadences, themes, and rhythm gives the fugue a texture of implacable insistence. The music seems to extend an initial moment rather than to offer change. By contrast, the programmatic treatment of harmony (by which the fugue makes a demonstration of its tonic key) makes the unfolding of the music centripetal. Events close in on each other rather than open outwards. The initial moment becomes more complex, but it receives relatively little contrast.
The fugue's characteristic approach to cadences has been one of its most frequently noted attributes. Keyboard fugues in particular tend to run right through cadences, to avoid the type of articulations of events that one might find in the sonata. In 1913 August Halm wrote that "the fugue offers less variety [than the sonata]. On top of that, it permits little respite, for it lacks caesuras in which all voices take part. It never releases the listener from its tension. While the association of the fugue with church music surely influenced Michaelis in his ascription of sublimity to the genre, he was too influenced by the empiricism of English and Kantian thought to offer anything more than a theory of sublime experience based on the form of experience, not its content. 17 instance, a shift from subject exposition to episode, or vice versa), but the constancy of eighthnote pulsation nonetheless pushes the music forward through each of the cadences. Events emerge from the texture. They do not occur decisively.
Texture dominates events not only at the broad level of cadences, but also at the local level of motives. Bach formulates counter-subjects so as to complement the subject and to fill out the prevailing rhythm. In this case, there is no set countersubject, as a motive taken from the subject nicely does the trick. The resulting texture is one in which note lengths of the lowest common denominator flow almost constantly. This constancy of motion ensures that the basic pulse retains a certain authority over the pushing and pulling of the motives. As Carl Dahlhaus has written, the feeling that Bach holds musical events at a distance is not just a vague floating impression of the listener but can also be specified with reference to the music itself. The musical phenomenon on which it is founded is the unbroken and unerring even progress of the music in Bach's works. Individual musical Gestalten do not present themselves with their own individual rhythmic impulse, as in the works of Haydn or Mozart, but rather meld unnoticeably into a rhythm established firmly in the first measure and never brought out of balance by anything that subsequently occurs. One may shy away from metaphysical interpretations of the ongoing basic motion-represented most obviously through the thoroughbass. But one cannot deny that the modern aspects of Bach's works are pushed into a distance in which their outlines become unclear. 18 It may be that Dahlhaus, influenced by a classicist performance tradition, exaggerates the degree of balance involved in a fugal texture, but he is right in his explanation for the topos of objectivity in Bach reception. 19 Themes and motives never engage in metric revolt. KEITH 
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This is not to say that the flow rests easily. The opening of the D-Major Fugue could be heard in either the common time used in an early version of the work copied by Altnickol or the alla breve that Bach ultimately decided on. 20 No matter: what is important is that the figures based on the triple eighth-note upbeat set up a strong pendulum motion in the exposition that is sustained for the rest of the fugue. Once this pulse is established, however, Bach often plays with motives that ride against it. The play begins in m. 7, where the scalar motive moves toward both strong and weak beats. It occurs again in m. 16, and in general it is not difficult to find per arsin et thesin reinterpretations of motives. They thus support the polyphonic plenitude that inspired the awe of the sublime in Michaelis. Yet the plenitude is textural, not metric. Even when the motive is uncoupled from its metric context, it accompanies other motivic motions that anchor the broad duple time. Moreover, the bass never rides against the meter as the upper three voices do. Throughout the fugue, the bass emphasizes the strong beats of the measure, so that harmonic and metric foundations of the fugue support each other.
To say that Bach retains an underlying regularity of pulse is not to deny him his composition against the grain, to use Lawrence Dreyfus's phrase, but only to note that the basic alternation of thesis and arsis, or downbeat and upbeat, is strong enough to ensure that subtle emphases on weak beats point up the power of the pulse rather than overturn it. 21 Like other contrapuntal artifices, such as inversions, retrogrades, and canons of various dimensions, the subject per arsin et thesin demonstrates mastery of harmony, the technical and aesthetic point of most fugues until early in the eighteenth century, when empirically minded critics pooh-poohed the high-flown claims of the genre's champions. The demonstration arises in part through the art of contrapuntal combination and in part through the reinterpretation of tonally inflected melodic events in a new metric context. Because the technical and aesthetic point of the fugue is harmony, the point of the subject per arsin et thesin is to show the ability of the musician to move the theme without upsetting the pulse.
The cultivation of such harmony in various forms is another feature of the fugue that allows it to annul the passage of time. Harmony, and especially tonal harmony, may propel desire and effect change, but it also provides the means of changing the character of such propulsion. 22 Fugue and other contrapuntal genres, especially the ricercar, had long served specialist musicians as demonstration pieces in the composition of musical works in the strong sense of the word. 23 Insofar as these musicians treated the entity as a work, they closed its time off from the time that precedes and follows. Through harmony, they could close off musical time (through returns to the tonic), control the centrifugal tendencies of modulation (by limiting structural modulations to keys closely related to the tonic), and control the relationship between contrapuntal lines (through the privilege assigned to consonance and the control of dissonance). Although many genres drew upon these techniques, the fugue is perhaps unique in the degree to which the ideal of harmony informs the thematic material and the principles by which that material is deployed. Harmony receives programmatic and demonstrative treatment in the fugue subject itself, in its characteristic mode of presentation, and in its various recombinations with itself.
In the eighteenth century, fugue subjects frequently defined the tonality of a piece without the aid of any accompaniment. of a key often delineated a "melodic tonality," as Roger Bullivant has termed the principle. 24 The subject of the Fugue in D Major is a relative exception. The fall of a fifth to G and subsequent rise to B feint toward the subdominant, only to receive a correction by the answer, where the subdominant emphasis is replaced by a tonic one and a short codetta brings the tonic back before the third voice enters. In retrospect, both G and B close in on A, squeezing the pitch toward the fifth scale degree and then down toward the third (F ). The subject has a IV-V-I cadential progression as its organizing principle; the key of the piece is never really in doubt.
The subject and answer may also emphasize the tonal nodes of the piece (tonic and dominant for the eighteenth-century fugue), and thereby announce functional harmony as if the fugue were a programmatic statement or music-theoretical manifesto. In a regular roundrobin, the first voice of our sample fugue begins on D, the second on A, the third on D, the fourth on A. It would be easy to overlook the point of such technical characteristics of the fugue: tonal and real answers, the artful exchange of first and fifth scale degrees, and the maintenance of interval relationships within fugue subject. They are extreme practices of musical introversion. They work to overcome time by creating an intimate link between a theme and its continuation, so that the continuation appears not as something new but only as a cyclical return of what has been before. Neither thematic transformation nor the thematic marking of modulatory journeys is a primary concern. That is reserved for thematic combination, which, as Ulrich Siegele, Lawrence Dreyfus, and Karol Berger have noted, is the ruling tendency in Bach's fugues. 25 In addition to encouraging continuity of texture and mood, and hence the annulment of time, the features of fugal writing cultivated by Bach mask the characteristics of fugue that admit of flux. They divert attention from the eponymous "flight" (Latin fuga) of voices and from the intensification of thematic density and harmonic complexity over the course of the composition.
Yet such flux should not, and eventually could not, be ignored. As just noted, Fuga is Latin for "flight," and the name shows that the fugue can be heard as a model, not of stasis, but of change. The subject (dux, leader) flees the answer (comes, follower), whether in the constant imitation of a canon or the more fleeting imitations of the fugue. The relationship between the flight of voices and models of temporal flux can also be seen in the use that many later composers found for their study of Bach's fugues. As Dahlhaus observed, nineteenth-century composers broke down Bach's fugues into their constituent techniques in order to press the genre into new service, notably for dynamic development and cathartic codas. 26 Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner, and many others studied the fugue to learn the processes of motivic-thematic working and development in general. 27 Heard in the right way or in the right context, the constancy of theme could appear less as a static arabesque than as a fluctuating teleology. A second feature of many fugues that favors flux is the tendency to build toward climaxes. These climaxes could be achieved through culminating strettos, as theorists of fugue such as Bononcini and Reincken suggested as early as the seventeenth century, or more generally through the heightened levels of activity, noted more recently by Joel Lester. 28 The D-Major Fugue engages in stretto from the beginning, yet still saves the most dramatic instance for the end. The first two entries of the subject are separated by the time of three half notes, but the third and fourth (mm. 5-7) already collapse the distance to two half notes. The exposition thus announces stretto as its program and develops it systematically as the fugue progresses. After the first contraction the distance squeezes further down to a single half note (m. 14) and finally to a quarter note (m. 27). This last stretto occurs just past the midway point, after which the fugue occupies itself with ever more dramatic arrangements of the contracted stretto at the quarter note. The pivotal instance at mm. 27-29 involves only two voices (though motives derived from the subject mimic a third); the next adds a third voice (mm. 33-35); and the final instance engages all four voices in a stretto that cascades from the highest pitch of the piece downward (mm. 44-46). These strettos also work toward harmonic complexity. The first maps out D major; the second strongly points toward the subdominant G major by m. 35, but muddies the modulation through a dramatic fall of a diminished fifth to the tonic's leading tone (G to C ); and the third returns to the tonic but invokes ambiguities around both the dominant and the subdominant. The final stretto dissolves downwards into the final cadence and thereby rescinds some of the sense of arrival. 29 The techniques of fugue, then, lend themselves both to cyclical explorations and to linear developments. On the one hand, the fugue plumbs an affective state as it combines its themes; on the other, it marshals its combinations into an order that does indeed lead somewhere, whether to a climax, or, as is the case here, to a climax followed by an anticlimax. Through their modifications of traditional fugal procedures, nineteenth-century fugues throw the relative timelessness of the keyboard fugue into oppositional relief, usually by finding ways to emphasize climaxes and goals. Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and other composers self-consciously took issue with the fugue as they sought to turn it toward their expressive ends. The fugue became ever less a token of being and ever more one of becoming.
Composers staged such becoming most spectacularly through dramatic shifts in texture and mood over the course of the fugue, at times accompanied by a concomitant acceleration of tempo. Schumann's first Fugue, for organ on the name BACH, op. 60 (1845), draws attention to its own fine flow through a tonally ambiguous "characteristic" theme, through the acceleration of tempo, and through a gradual shift from polyphony toward homophony. Schumann deploys the theme itself so as to suggest transformation: the chromatic opening on the pitches B , A, C, B intimates minor modes and strange harmonies (the supertonic, and in the answer, the submediant, though the exact tonal regions seem less important than the quality of chromatic alienation). The chromaticism of this opening gives way to a triumphant turn to the tonic, and the sense of triumph increases with the completion of each entry of the subject (ex. 2). Schumann's treatment of the BACH theme thus not only pays homage to a composer of the past but also suggests a metamorphosis. By contrast, J. S. Bach himself introduced the BACH theme in the Art of Fugue as the fourth subject of a quadruple fugue in a minor mode. The theme's chromaticism does little to sway the pervasive, somber D minor that dominates the fugue and the Art of Fugue in general.
The heroic narrative of struggle toward triumph is also mapped out in Schumann's piece as a whole. The central way stations on this path are the acceleration of tempo and the in- dramatically changes the texture (ex. 4), and in the rest of the fugue he freely adds voices to create distinct moments of climax. Although the polyphonic combination of the theme with itself and with motives drawn from it does not cease, it is increasingly submerged in full-voiced chords. The increase in tempo accentuates the shift toward homophony; as the pulse shifts from the half note to the half measure, the snaking of the theme becomes less thematic and more ornamental (ex. 5). One hears chords ever more and the polyphonic web ever less. As KEITH CHAPIN Time and the Keyboard Fugue 51 the fugue grows in sonorousness, speed, and simplicity, it seems to overcome the chromatic polyphony of the opening. The fugue dramatically stages becoming, in both the theme and the overall design.
Such attention to transformation was not uncommon at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Schumann's other five Fugues on the name BACH, op. 60, stage similar metamorphoses. All move toward homophony at the end (though to varying degrees). The quick and playful No. 5 works toward its ending with wry wit. The last, No. 6, mirrors the first fugue in its move toward cathartic homophony through an acceleration in tempo. Nor was Schumann alone in this practice. In the first of his op. 35 Fugues, Mendelssohn dramatically accelerated from fugue to chorale (ex. 6a-c), and in others of the set he used changes in character and texture to mark vital differences between beginning and end. 30 The Interpretation of Time:
Allegory and Symbol
Although compositional technique may suggest changes in the way musicians experienced time and sought to articulate it in music, the significance that one finds in the fugue depends to a large degree on the process of inter- Bach's tendency in his keyboard fugues to study his subject, to avoid the emphatic articulation of events, and thus to produce temporal cycles coincides with the prevalent interpretative strategy of his time: allegory. By contrast, Schumann's tendency to stage dramas of becoming in his fugues is consilient with the favor given to symbols by his contemporaries. Where allegory crystallizes time and events into a conceptual image and thereby annuls time, symbol opens up a potentially infinite process of interpretation in which one wheels through the possible consummations of an aesthetic idea.
Karol Berger has taken up the distinction between allegory and symbol to differentiate between the systems of metaphysical thought available to Bach and to Mozart. God was a certainty for Bach, and from this theological certainty one could derive moral laws. By contrast, Immanuel Kant argued that God was impossible to know, but one was morally required to think of his existence. God was an idea of reason. In Berger's neat formulation: for Bach, harmony was a metaphor for God; for Goethe, God was a metaphor for harmony. 37 In other words, before philosophical skepticism spread, allegories carried the weight of conviction and dealt in the coin of rational certainties. Once skepticism spread, symbols intimated truths of a different order.
If one turns from the ontological differences between allegory and symbol to the practice of interpretation, one finds that the difference of approach has great influence on how one hears and understands music. The interpretive strategy has the effect of pushing the music along the continuum between stasis and teleology in one direction or the other. In an allegorical interpretation, Bach's music appears less teleological than it does in a symbolic one. For this reason, an allegorical interpretation can downplay the undeniable eschatological teleology and musical processuality in Bach. A symbolic in-KEITH CHAPIN Time and the Keyboard Fugue terpretation can emphasize the same teleology in Schumann's fugues. Such differences can also influence performance style, making Bach's fugues now architectural, now fluid and flowing. 38 To grasp the foundation of the distinction, one can turn to the famous definitions of allegory and symbol made by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe in 1807. With "allegory" Goethe neatly captured the rationalist tendency of the aesthetics and criticism of the early and mid-eighteenth century; with "symbol" he showed his allegiance to an entirely different set of presuppositions about how the mind relates to its world. Of course, the terms themselves have proved quite flexible (not to say slippery) over the course of history. What is important in Goethe's distinction is the role of time in interpretation, not the terms per se.
In allegory, Goethe argued, a sign points to a concept. More exactly, as he wrote in a notebook, "allegory transforms a phenomenon into a concept, and the concept into an image, but in such a way that the concept is limited and can always be had and held completely in the image and can be expressed through it." 39 What is significant in this brief characterization is the limitation of the concept (Begriff). The concept carries precision with it. In more philosophically pregnant language, Immanuel Kant wrote that concepts were "functions" based on "the unity of the action by which different representations are ordered under a common one." 40 The concept crystallizes thought. In its ability to capture thought, allegory was aligned with imitation, which shared the tendency to seek clarity and correspondence. To discover "imitation" was to attend to correspondences between signifiers and signifieds in such a way as to render the process of perception and cognition invisible.
Gerhard Kurz has discussed the relationship between acts of understanding (Verstehen) and allegory. While the sense that the meaning of allegory is fixed and independent of interpreters is a misunderstanding, he notes, it is one that says much about allegory. "In actuality, we have the impression of an independent meaning because an interpretive act has already occurred. However, it is an interpretive act that fits into the expectation of understanding in such a way that it does not seem to have taken place." 41 In other words, one may require time to decipher an allegory, but the character of the significance espied is such that the time taken seems irrelevant. The endpoint of interpretation is indeed a point, not an ever-vanishing horizon in a process of understanding.
In his portrayal of allegory, Goethe consummated a tradition of aesthetics that tended to emphasize visual models of perception and thus to deemphasize the action of time. In other words, his definition of allegory was as much retrospective as it was a description of an ongoing practice. The allegorical tradition depended on the presupposition that proper thought traded in clear ideas, each one crystallized into an entity. Visual metaphors helped philosophers to emphasize the crystallization. In the early eighteenth century, writers on perception and cognition tended to classify ideas along two axes: clear (klar) and obscure (dunkel) on the one hand, and distinct (deutlich) and indistinct/ fused (undeutlich/verworren) on the other. Although the vocabulary and the construal of the axes varied from writer to writer, all agreed that perception needed to attain clarity in order to count as cognition. The primary difference between aesthetic and rational cognition lay in the opposition between the distinct and the indistinct (or fused) perception of an entity. In 38 200 distinct perception, one perceived all the features of a whole. The distinctness allowed one to understand the entity. In an indistinct perception, the features seemed confused, that is, "fused" together. They could not be distinguished. But the cloud of fusion carried a lining of aesthetic silver: in the absence of the rational understanding of distinct features, the perceiver felt a sensuous or aesthetic pull of great power. 42 Common to both rational and aesthetic cognition in this model, however, is the striving of the mind toward a clear idea, and indeed toward an idea that mirrors the world. No matter whether one perceived the artificial signs of language or the ostensibly natural signs of music and gesture, one re-created the thing in the mind's eye. It is no coincidence that the Germans designated intuitio, commonly associated at the time with the first stage of cognition, with a word having a visual root: Anschauungschauen-"to look." The immobility of the picture served as a model of successful cognition.
Interpreters of fugue and counterpoint generally tended to privilege allegorical stasis until the end of the eighteenth century. Despite this consistency of interpretive method, however, musicians and writers could fasten onto various facets of counterpoint and fugue and work out their allegories in different ways. Originally, neo-Platonic allegories relied on congruencies between interval ratios and the ratios and numbers underpinning various metaphysical perfections. The metaphysical significance of counterpoint depended not so much on music and temporal extension as on the simplicity with which the ruling consonances could be described. A ratio of 2:3 described the interval of the fifth, but also provided the basis for an allegory of sound and world. The simplicity of a mathematical expression captured the revolutions of the spheres, the movements of the human soul, and the sounds of music. A classic instance of this allegory was drawn from Cicero's "Dream of Scipio." It is cited, for example, by Johann Joseph Fux in the Gradus ad parnassum: "But the other eight spheres, two of which move with the same velocity, produce seven different sounds, -a number which is the key of almost everything. Learned men, by imitating this harmony on stringed instruments and in song, have gained for themselves a return to this region." 43 The planets revolved and musicians performed in time, but the link posited between musica mundana and musica instrumentalis was a static one, grounded on the immutabilities of number.
Such musica speculativa retained its hold through the eighteenth century, especially in Germany, but with the emergence of polyphony musicians interested in practical music would supplement the allegories of number derived from Pythagorean and neo-Platonic thought with allegories based on musical lines or processes. However, the tendency to seek clarity of image remained strong, no matter the imitations of nature discovered or the allegories read. Writers frequently matched the musical lines to singing angels. This approach can be traced far back. In his Treatise on the Twofold Practice of Church Music in Divine Services (Tractatus de duplici ritu cantus ecclesiastici in divinis officiis), Egidius Carlerius (ca. 1390-1472) noted that polyphony "is a reflection of heavenly joys. For sweet and well-constructed music conveys an image of angels and saints, unceasingly praising the name of the Lord." In his preface to a collection of part songs in 1538, Martin Luther offered a variation of this image when he wrote that the polyphonic movements of parts around a cantus firmus "seem to present a kind of divine dance so that even those of our day who have only a most limited amount of sentiment and emotion gain the impression that there exists nothing more wonderful and beautiful. By the beginning of the eighteenth century, writers increasingly favored more technically precise allegories, perhaps influenced by Cartesian or later forms of rationalism. In the introduction to his Harmonologia musica (1702), Andreas Werckmeister first detailed the neoPlatonic scheme. Then, however, he related the inversions of musical themes directly to the crossing of planetary paths in the heavens:
The heavens revolve and circulate steadily so that one body now moves on top but at other times changes and is found on the bottom. Indeed, this circulation is to be found in the earth and on it, and also in microcosm in man. For this reason, the philosophers say: Superius est inferius, & inferius est superius. We also have these mirrors of heaven and nature in musical harmony. The voice that is on top can become the lowest or middle one, and the lowest and middle voices can in turn become the highest. One voice can become all other voices and no other voice must be added, and at least four voices can be transformed in different ways in good harmony. 45 Another writer to surround the technical aspects of music with a metaphysical aura was Johann Abraham Birnbaum. In his well-known defense of Bach against the journalist Johann Adolph Scheibe, Birnbaum took up the philosophical language made popular by the rationalist philosopher Christian Wolff, a follower of Leibniz. While Scheibe had criticized Bach for a lack of clear upper lines, Birnbaum defended the propriety of full-voiced polyphony using Wolff's term "perfection," a term that Christoph Wolff has rightly signaled as a key to Bach's music: "For music consists of harmony, and harmony becomes far more complete if all the voices collaborate to form it. Accordingly this is not a failing but rather a musical perfection." 46 At least with respect to its formal qualities, a "perfection" was characterized by a high degree of inner integration. While Birnbaum did not explicitly relate Bach's music to the perfection of divine creation, the term owed its resonance and prestige at the time to debates about the perfection of God and the perfection of the created world. 47 Another adherent of Wolffian precepts, Moses Mendelssohn, would ground his Principal Foundations of the Fine Arts and Sciences (1757) on the perfection of God, "the most perfect craftsman" (der vollkommenste Werckmeister). Part of the divine plan included the motivation of human action through the sensuous pleasure taken in more restricted perfections, that is, works of art. "If the cognition of such perfection is sensuous, it is called beauty." 48 Perfections in the world of art ultimately reflected back upon the perfection of creation.
A similar approach underpins each of these interpretations of counterpoint. Cosmic or metaphysical entities are made to correspond to the musical entities. The subjective experience of counterpoint is subordinated to an objective description of the organization of parts, whether the parts are mathematical ratios, thematic inversions, or well-integrated works. One notes a characteristic organization of parts at both the cosmic and the musical levels (ratio, dance, inversion, or complexity and integration), and then one posits a direct relationship between the sign of musical harmony and its metaphysical or cosmic referent. All of the writers involved were highly conscious of the rhe- torical effects of music. They would never have attempted their allegories of counterpoint had the various parts not produced sensuous harmony, and harmony of a highly affecting nature. Nonetheless, the allegorical interpretation treated the relationships of the elements almost as if their temporality was not important. The atemporality of the sign was congruent with the precision of the concept, so that the interpreted thing and the allegorical process of interpretation supported each other.
Although the practice of allegory remained strong in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, it lost prestige toward the end of the eighteenth century, becoming ever more associated with caricature and the political cartoon, only to return to a certain favor in the early twentieth century with changed epistemological and ontological presuppositions. 49 The source of the loss of prestige was a new approach to interpretation. Writers on the arts began to complicate the relationship between the data provided by the senses and the ideas arrived at by the mind. The arrival of thought at a concept or idea became less important than the process of the journey. Symbol began to take the place occupied by allegory.
In a symbol, the direct substantive relation between a thing and its referent is less important than a vague but more flexible suggestiveness in the thing that ultimately can only be intuited. For Goethe, "A symbol transforms a phenomenon into an idea, and the idea into an image, and in such a way that the idea always remains infinitely effective and unattainable, and even expressed in all languages, nonetheless remains inexpressible." 50 Goethe rooted the symbol in a process of intuitive contemplation (or Anschauung) that relied for its potential on the immersion of a person in all the finer differences in the world. 51 What is particularly important in the present context is the temporality of the process: the symbol "remains infinitely effective and unattainable." Goethe's comment refers both to the mental processes of a perceiver and to the lasting untranslatability of the symbol for any interpretive community. The symbol remains veiled over time for both individual and community.
It is fair to say that one of the chief features of symbolic interpretation as it was practiced around 1800 was the central importance of subjective experience, in particular of subjective experience that depended on temporal extension for its power. When a musical work was taken as a symbol, it did not just equal another thing. Rather the work produced a certain type of experience that suggested some otherwise unavailable truth. It was precisely because the experience could not be fixed in a concept that critics were attracted to it. Such experiences flirted with the boundaries of human understanding and permitted a metaphysics that respected the achievements of the Enlightenment.
For examples of this process in interpretation, one can turn again to Christian Friedrich Michaelis. He was well equipped to deal with issues of musical technique and aesthetics at the cusp between Enlightenment and Romanticism. Michaelis had studied with Bach's successor at the School of St. Thomas in Leipzig, and he had also heard the lectures of Schiller and Fichte at the university in Jena.
Michaelis placed time at the heart of the interpretive process. In the essay "On the Sublime in Music" (1801), he addressed a variety of composers and genres typically judged sublime around 1800. He included the fugue among them, though he did not distinguish it from the symphony or other instrumental genres. 52 Of the music to be found in such genres, Michaelis first posits musical passages of overwhelming power. He then writes: Later in his career Michaelis distinguished between genres more finely, for instance, in the essay "Etwas zur Rechtfertigung des Contrapunctes" (1817), which appeared in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung mit besonderer Rücksicht auf den österreichischen Kaiserstaat.
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KEITH CHAPIN Time and the Keyboard Fugue similar though unusual movements, the imagination knows how to find neither beginning nor end, and can find no place to stand firm. This transporting stream of changes has something terrible about it. At once it is now an image of the evanescence of life and the threatening power of nature, now an image of eternity. It fills the soul with sublime sentiments when the soul has assured itself and, through reason, risen above the power of mere appearances. 53 Time here enters into play in three ways. First, there is a series of events that leads the mind from its initial state of mental balance to a terrifying breakdown and then to an exhilarating recovery. This three-stage experience-balance, breakdown, and recovery-provokes the mind to imagine great things. 54 Second, the transcendentals toward which the music points are those that emphasize the temporality of human existence, namely evanescence and eternity, common themes in the arts for centuries to be sure.
Third, the musical images circulate in the imagination of the ideal listener. To repeat the essential phrase about the stream of changes: "At once [zugleich] it is now [bald] an image of the evanescence of life and the threatening power of nature, now [bald] an image of eternity." In this paraphrase of traditional topoi of sublimity, music provides the images of evanescence and eternity both at once and one after the other. The slippage between simultaneity and succession generated by the words "at once" (zugleich) and "now" (bald) indicates the powerful indeterminacy underpinning the symbol and distinguishes it from the significations of allegory. The same slippages illustrates the way that symbolic understanding, as it was understood by many writers from Kant onward, depended on the process of thought, not on its crystallization in clear concepts.
It was not just the philosophically minded music critic who favored process in interpretation. A poetic enthusiast of counterpoint could provide the material for a similar approach. Counterpoint "What is it?" ask many tongues, Yet it is for them an incomprehensible word, Even if the master, thoroughly permeated by it, Rips aside the curtain that shields their eyes. For it has sprung from higher being, And no human being arrives at its holy place If he has not first strengthened his soul, And anointed himself with the oil of true wisdom.
"What is it?" That is known above all by those To whom is directed the high master's word And whom the Lord, according to his pleasure, Illuminated with the light of his wisdom. Her foot steps out into the richly decorated halls And she looks to them, full of confidence, She who is eternally enthroned in the eternal clarity of the stars And who hands the wreath of truth delicately down.
There the spirit looks at her on her throne, The body only measures his space; She carries the sevenfold (*) transfigured crown, Just as he reveals the eternal dream of life: Of the pain of life, of the lot of man to be scorned He gives proof on the hem of his gown, For just as misfortune and pain can turn, So he can be turned away. 53 
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Let now the layfolk say what they say, To us it is all the same. We are shielded! Let all without fear dare us with the masses, Who once listened to us, yes, only to us. On his wings he will one day carry us To her, to her, the sister unscathed, There, only she alone will speak her voice, There, only he alone will rule. Kiekebusch used religious imagery to paint counterpoint as an entity beyond human ken. Whereas the specialist might be guided by it toward unimaginable riches, the layperson will find it ever strange. With these observations Kiekebusch took up familiar topoi from the Romantic aesthetics of counterpoint. They had been made popular among musically educated members of the middle classes, above all by E. T. A. Hoffmann. 56 Counterpoint has a revelatory power for those willing to contemplate it.
In positioning counterpoint as revelatory, however, the poem engages a symbolic mode of interpretation that obscures the revelation and subverts the allegory associated with it. The debt Romantic music critics owed to sixteenthand seventeenth-century religious writers is well known. 57 What is significant about this particular poem is the way traditional allegories are rendered opaque through suggestion. Initially the poem captures the elusiveness of counterpoint through allegory. Counterpoint is personified, outfitted with religious pathos, and positioned as an entity that guides the specialist musician but remains veiled to the unknowing masses. As the poem continues, however, the web of personal pronouns grows ever denser and ever more difficult to penetrate. Counterpoint (der Contrapunkt) is masculine, as are a number of other agents throughout the poem: the Lord, the Spirit, the body. It is often difficult to ascertain to what or to whom the masculine pronouns (er, sein) refer, but study ( referent of the pronoun is not named. Capitalization and emphasis reinforce the centrality of the female figure even as her name is withheld. The interpreter is left to consider the possibilities.
The plurality of those possibilities is a sign that the poem has undermined the allegorical mode with which it began. There are at least two lines of significance, though the lack of a referent for the feminine pronoun leaves more lines open. The first is suggested by indications within the text of the poem. The heavy use of Christological images suggests that the Virgin Mary is the presiding figure. The second prospect is musical and is named by Kiekebusch's footnote: die Musik.
The doctrinally specific implication (the Virgin Mary) is rendered opaque at the end of the poem with the invocation of a sister-brother relationship between feminine and masculine pronouns. The Virgin Mary cannot be a sister to any of the possible male protagonists. But although the masculine and feminine pronouns refer best to "counterpoint" and "music," respectively, they never entirely exclude the standard characters of religious doctrine. The ambiguities are especially rich in the final two lines. Because "voice" (Stimme) has both linguistic and musical meaning, the lines could refer to the technical relationship between counterpoint (masculine) and music (feminine): music speaks, but counterpoint rules her speaking. Or the lines could refer to the function of counterpoint in the training of the expert musician: counterpoint rules the path to the metaphysical utterances of which music is capable.
As to the footnote, it nominally brings greater clarity to the poem but does not entirely resolve its symbolic resonances. Not only is it unclear who wished the note printed-the author Albert Kiekebusch or the editor Adolf Bernhard Marx-but the clarification offered by the note does not erase the elusiveness and allusiveness of the play of pronouns. The difficulty of interpretation seems to be one of the points of the poem, and the explanatory footnote both simplifies and complicates the process.
The degree to which the poem strives against allegory can be seen from a brief comparison with the stated mentor, Jakob Böhme. The comparison also serves as a reminder of the intellectual distance that writers on the arts had traveled by the early nineteenth century. Böhme (1575-1624) was a Lutheran mystic influential on Romantic writers, especially Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis, whom he served primarily as an inspiration in their challenge to the boundaries that Kant had placed on metaphysical thought. They did not take Böhme as an example of how to write or read. When Böhme revealed transcendent truths, he used the clarity of allegory to paint definite pictures. Bouquet of Jakob Böhme's Writings, published in 1819, begins with an allegory that gives the flavor of the mystic's writings: "The tower in the great city of Babel is an image of fallen mortal man who has receded into himself and who has made the word of God into an idol." 58 While the allegory might be strange, its presentation is clear and its meaning is spelled out. It requires only the person with proper theological vision to decipher it-a specialist of the stripe of Böhme himself. Kiekebusch's Romantic mysticism, by contrast, revels in a vagueness that leaves interpretation open to many, even as it compliments the cohort of interpreters by counting them among the initiated.
A Revolution in Method
There are several reasons that German writers on the arts began to insist on the process involved in thought and interpretation toward the end of the eighteenth century. The first reason is philosophical. Whereas writers on aesthetics from Alexander Baumgarten onward had given ever greater importance to cognitions of the senses, Immanuel Kant decisively changed the playing field of aesthetics through the role he gave to the mind in constituting the framework for perception and understanding. Goethe, Schiller, Reinhard, Novalis, the Schlegel brothers, and many educated Germans of lesser re-58 "Der Thurm bei der großen Stadt Babel ist ein Bild des abgefallenen irdischen Menschen, der in die Selbstheit eingegangen ist, und das Wort Gottes in ihm zu einem Abgott gemacht hat." Blumenlese aus Jacob Böhmens Schriften, ed. J. G. Rätze (Leipzig: Hartmann, 1819), p. 1. Accessed through Google Books. I have been unable to find the discussion of music by Böhme to which the footnote refers. 206 nown reviewed and reworked this "Copernican Revolution," as Kant called it. 59 The results were many, but not least among them was the prominence given the imagination as a productive capacity. 60 One found pleasure in the contemplation of an artwork because one's mind worked in a particular way. An aesthetic idea, Kant wrote, "is that representation of the imagination that incites much thinking, without there being a determinate thought (that is, a concept) that is adequate to it. As a result, no language fully attains it or makes it intelligible." 61 The potential lack of correspondence between the imagination and concepts is what motivates the processual side of aesthetic experience. Schiller summed up the effect that Kant had had on educated Germans when he wrote that "a revolution in the philosophical world has shaken the foundations on which aesthetics had been based and has thrown the existing system, if one can call it that, to the dogs." 62 Another reason for the turn toward process in interpretation involves the hardening of the work concept. Allegory had ruled in an era when musicians thought primarily about the effects of music, either through the lens of the humanist "praise of music" or through that of a rhetoric of persuasion or affect. Although the significance of counterpoint could be ascertained as something that existed independently of time, its effects were to be discovered in the time-bound performative practices of musical production and reception. By contrast, by the end of the eighteenth century, artists sought to extricate the work as a conceptual entity from these practices of production and reception, in essence to withdraw the work from time. The flip side of this reification of the work was that interpretation itself became more of a process. Musicians strongly oriented toward works posited the work itself as closed and hermetic but found the process of interpretation fluid.
This separation of reified work and flux of interpretation was described by Michaelis in On the Spirit of Music, with Consideration of Kant's Critique of Aesthetic Judgment: An Aesthetic Essay (1795). Michaelis first noted that the imagination could construe an imaginative entity-"a new world, as it were" (gleichsam eine neue Welt)-by construing its sensory experiences. 63 Like other writers of the late eighteenth century, he used the philosophical concept of alternative worlds to conceptualize the self-contained work. 64 This act of imagination could be followed by a second stage in which the imagination was set alight by vague but significant ideas: "A piece of music comes to life when the energy and the characteristic quality in the harmony and melody awaken unnamable feelings and ideas [Gefühle und Vorstellungen] in us and, as it were, carry us up into a celestial sphere." Finally, Michaelis enthused about possible interpretations and the range of moods that such ideas produce. "A single expression in the poet's language, a single facial trait in a painting or a sculpture, or a single tone in music can awaken an infinite KEITH CHAPIN Time and the Keyboard Fugue variety of the most interesting ideas and can bring forth the most affecting moods." 65 Michaelis was after something difficult to describe, and once again it is possible to read his meaning from the slippages in his language. The slippages arise from the complexity of the interpretive process he wished to describe. He says first that ideas cannot be captured in words. They are unnamable. Then he describes their infinite variety. The slip from elusiveness to infinity is a token of the directional process involved in symbolic interpretation. Michaelis seems to have two types of ideas in mind. The first is encoded in the musical work and cannot be consummated by language. The second is more precise but is of a second order. Because it only approximates the first type of idea, it is endlessly replaceable by other second-order ideas. Taking flight from a significance divined rather than defined, the imagination is left to wander wide fields.
To summarize, there are two homologies involved in the relationship between the keyboard fugue and time. There is a homology between the techniques of fugue and the interpretive method used to find metaphysical significance in counterpoint generally, and there is a homology between these two issues taken together and the historical sensibilities of the early eighteenth and the early nineteenth centuries, respectively. If the keyboard fugue always tended toward the cyclical, it could nonetheless be invested with varying degrees of teleological drive, especially once German composers began to stage dramatic transformations or events in order to suit the nineteenth-century taste for teleology. But no matter where a fugue stood on the continuum between stasis and flux, composers were only partly responsible for the significance read into their works. Writers on counterpoint on both sides of the century spoke of counterpoint and fugue in terms of transcendence, but their ways of thinking about such transcendence were quite different. The practices of interpretation were attuned to the temporal character of the music. The favor shown by Bach to cyclical, timeattenuating musical processes was matched by the favor lavished by his contemporaries on the precisions and objective analyses of allegory. By contrast, Schumann presents a succession of states through which time seems to move forward. The increasing popularity of teleological drives in his time was underpinned by the flexible vagaries of the symbol. Schumann staged a process that would overwhelm his listeners, fill them with sublime sentiments, and leave them with intimations of eternity and other transcendentals that were powerful in proportion to their vagueness.
Abstract.
Throughout the history of Western music, musicians have almost invariably discussed the keyboard fugue and other extreme forms of polyphony as signs of something that transcends human subjectivity. Despite the persistence of this critical topos, musicians shifted their approach to it around the beginning of the nineteenth century. The shift involved both a change in the technique of counterpoint and a change in the way counterpoint was interpreted. Composers sought to invest the fugue with a new dramatic and teleological thrust suitable to modern times, and critically minded musicians changed their interpretive method so as to emphasize the passage of time. Whereas musicians of the early eighteenth century read counterpoint and the fugue allegorically and annulled time through the conceptual precision of the allegorical image, musicians of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries read the fugue symbolically and worked time into their interpretive process. In both eras, the practice of interpretation coincided with and affected the reading of the genre's temporality. 
